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ABSTRACT
The Supply of National Park Products
A Theoretical and Applied Analysis

Judith Carol Houston, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 1976
Major Professor: Dr. Herbert H. Fullerton
Department: Economics
The central objective of the investigation in this study is to determine a means of attaining an economically efficient combination of resources to maximize the level of services provided by a national park
under the conditions of a limited budget, a constrained production possibilities set, and a limited availability of inputs.

First, a theoretical

model is built which elucidates the collective and private good natures
of national park products.

The theory identifies the optimality criteria

for the provision of park products in a system of limited resources.

It

is noted, however, that the theoretically determined optimal solution cannot be expected to emerge automatically in a market situation due to the
social good nature of some park products.

Therefore, a second-best ob-

jective of maximizing the value of the park's output as evaluated by the
park's superintendent is adopted for use in the study's applied analysis.
The empirical model which is then constructed, combines concepts from
economic theory and mathematical programming which lend themselves to
solving the production economizing problems facing a park.
national park managers operational tools for aiding in their

It offers

decision-making.

While the paper points to important implications for

current policy, it also indicates promising directions for future study .
(87 pages)

THE NATURE OF THE OUTDOOR RECREATION PROBLEM
Introduction
Numerous studies in economic theory and policy have as their common
focus natural resources and their associated uses.

One such problem

which has received attention in the recent past deals with the importance
of land and water resources in providing

re~~eation

experiences.

Factors

such as rising incomes, leisure-time, mobility, and urbanization of an
ever-growing populous have contributed to the phenomenal growth in the
demand for outdoor recreation. 1
This has been translated into a general increase in the use of all
public lands.

For instance, during the 1963-1973 period, the rate of

visitor use in National Parks increased by 5.0 percent per year in parks
established prior to 1960, and by 9.4 percent per year in newer parks. 2
Similar pressures are being felt on the lands managed by other federal
agencies as well as on private lands.

Crowding and congestion in a number

of these areas have resulted from shifts in the demand for outdoor
recreation being more rapid than the concurrent increases in the supply. 3
This situation poses difficult problems to recreation managers charged
with making land allocation decisions .
1see Marion Clawson, Statistics on Outdoor Recreation (Washington,
Resources for the Future, Inc., l95B).
2National Park Service, Public Use of the National Park System:
Fiscal Year 1973 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973) .
D.C.:

2

The problem, however, should not be interpreted as merely a problem
of insuffici ent acreage devoted to outdoor recreation . The acreage designated for recreation purposes by the public sector alone encompasses more
than one-eighth of the total land area of the United States. 4 The problem
is one of '"effective' acres . .,S Part of the difficulty is attributable to
the location of a large segment of the available recreation land in the
West and in Alaska--for from major population centers.

The acquisition

and development of additional recreation lands in convenient locales holds
some promise of solving the problem.

A mor~ signi ficant explanation of the

lagging supply, and one more amenable to correction, however, hinges on
resource management policy.

Through more efficient utilization of exis-

ting recreational resources, the effective supply of recreation experiences
may be expanded .
In order to meet the challenge of allocating limited recreation
resources in the most efficient manner, tools and analytical methods must
be implemented to guide the National Park Service and other decision
makers in the planning and assessment of recreation policy.

Since eco -

nomics provides a sound body of theoretical concepts which facilitate
rati onal choice-making, economic criteria can be effectively employed as
a guide in dealing with the problem of recreation resource scarcity.

4outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission, Outdoor Recreation
for America: A Report to the President and to the Congress (Washington,
D. C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1962), p. 49.

3

Outdoor recreation as an economic good
Traditionally, economic theory has focused its attention on market
oriented institutions where inputs are purchased and outputs are sold at
market prices.

Relative market prices and the productive capacities of

the resources guide managers in their resource allocative decisions which
influence the types and quantities of goods produced.

Within the realm of

outdoor recreation which is provided by the public sector, similar price
guided resource allocations do not exist be ·ause some inputs (i . e. land)
and most outputs lack explicit market prices.

For this reason, some

critics have charged that publicly provided outdoor recreation is not an
economic good amenable to supply and demand analysis.
Their arguments generally include statements alluding to the "priceless," aesthetic nature of recreation experiences.

Outdoor recreation is

not, however, unique in having personal, aesthetic values.

Just as there

is a limit to how much real income an individual would give up to obtain
a rare painting, there is a maximum amount of money that individuals,
acting alone or collectively, will trade for a given recreation experience.
Rational consumers will allocate their limited resources of time and money
among recreation and other goods until the additional satisfaction to be
gained from a unit expenditure on recreation is equal to the incremental
gain from alternative expenditures.

Consequently, the "infinite price"

argument is erroneously based on a meaningless dichotomy between recreation
and economic goods. 6

6Robert K. Davis, "Recreation Planning as an Economic Problem,"
Natural Resources Journal, III (October, 1963), pp. 239-249.

4

Empirical complications do, however, pose as deterrents to analyzing
rec reation in an economic framework.

First is the problem of eliciting

the implicit values placed on recreation by consumers.

Through research,

notable strides in the development of operational methods of evaluating
these values and estimating demands have already been made .

A second

stumbling block is the disagreement among researchers as to the definitional
concept of the service being measured.

This lack of an inherent unit of

measurement comparable to pounds or acres has prompted efforts to standard ize the units of measurement for the recreat1on product.

Although thes e

two difficulties are both fundamental to the empirical problems of estimation aod measurement, they are not formidable and in no way do they detract from the applicability of economic analysis to outdoor recreation
problems.
A thorough discussion of the interrelationships of demand and supply
for outdoor recreation would cover a wide gamut of topics as for any other
service or commodity.

Before embarking on a detailed delineation of the

objectives and scope of the proposed study, it will be beneficial to
briefly examine the state-of-the-art in recreation planning as reflected
in the economics literature.
The state-of-the-art in
recreation planning
With the relevance of using economic criteria in solving outdoor
recreation problems firmly established, a brief, synoptic view of the
literature relating to the measurement of the demand for and the supply of
outdoor recreation is now in order.

Since few articles have incorporated

both demand and supply issues in their analyses, the discussion which
follows will naturally be divided along these lines also.

5

Although many decisions in outdoor recreation concern the supply of
recreation facilities and quality environments, most writings in the economics of outdoor recreation have emphasized the demand side of the problem.
The primary thrust of the work has been to devise methodologies for computing the benefits which accrue to those persons who make use of the
recreation facilities.

Various methods for measuring or estimating the

value of the scarce economic good produced by a recreation entity have
been proposed since 1949, when Hotelling first gave attention to the
problem. 7 Some of the measures, such as the gross expenditures method ,
are invalid indicators of consumption benefits; others have offered
8
theoretical conten t but have been void of empirical applicability . However, the approaches based on the consumers' willingness to pay for outdoor recreation services have proved mo.s t useful.
Since outdoor recreation services are not generally sold in an
organized market but are provided by public agencies, conventional market
prices are not available for use in reflecting the consumers' willingness
9
to pay. Following the method and lead of Clawson, several authors have

7Harold Hotelling, "The Economics of Public Recreation," The Prewitt
Report (Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1949) .
8For a comprehensive discussion of the alternative measurement methods,
see Jack L. Knetsch and Robert K. Davis, "Comparisons on Methods for Recreation Evaluation," in Allen V. Kneese and Stephen C. Smith (eds.), Water
Research (Baltimore, Maryland: Johns Hopkins Press, 1966), pp. 125-1~
9Marion Clawson, "Methods of Measuring the Demand for and Value of
Outdoor Recreation," Reprint 10 (Washington, D.C.: Resources for the
Future, Inc. , February, 1959), pp. 1-36.

6

subsequently estimated surrogate prices for outdoor recreation vi a the
travel, time, and related recreation costs born by the consumer . 10 To the
extent that all relevant costs--time and utility costs as well as monetary
costs--can be measured as to their effect on recreating rates, the cost
method to demand estimation will closely approximate the true pr icequantity re.l ationship.
A second acclaimed means of measuring recreation benefits is by
eliciting recreationist's willingness to pay via direct interviews.
the forerunning work of Davis,

11

In

recreation ~enefits are derived in a man-

ner comparable to the market situation of a seller obtaining the highest
possible bid from a buyer for the services offered; however, the recreationists' responses to the hypothetical questions of how his use of an
area would change if the private costs associated with its use were to
increase by a certain amount are highly subject to question.
Through analyses such as the cost or the interview method, a significant amount of research effort has endeavored to measure the benefits
derived from outdoor recreation experiences.

These methodologies have, in

addition, provided a framework for estimating future demands for outdoor
recreation.

Predictions of future participation rates are generally

10some notable contributions in estimating the demand or value for
recreation by the use of surrogate pricing include: Jack L. Knetsch,
"Outdoor Recreation Demands and Benefits," Land Economics, XXXIX (May,
1963), pp. 387-396;
, "Economics of Including Recreation as a
Purpose of Water Resources Projects," Journal of Farm Economics, XLVI
(December, 1964), pp. 1148-1157; William G. Brown, Ajmer Singh, and Emery
Castle, "An Economic Evaluation of the Oregon Salmon Steelhead Sport Fishery," Oregon Experiment Station Bulletin, LXXVIII (September, 1964); and
Boyd E. Wennergren, "Valuing Non-market Priced Recreation Resources, "
Land Economics, XL (August, 1964), pp. 303-314.
11 Robert K. Davis, Value of Outdoor Recreation: An Economic
the Main Woods, Doctoral D1ssertation Harvard University, 963 .

7

accomplished through the identification and examination of the underlying
socio-economic determinants of recreation consumption using ljnear regression techniques. 12 The literature dealing with the prediction of projected demand quantities for recreation generally concludes that recreation
participation is a function of:

(1) the area ' s availability to the

recreationist~~2 ) characteristics of the recreationists, including their
income, leisure-time, age, sex, education, and occupation; and (3) the
population's size, density, and degree of urbanization.
Socio-economic characteristics of the p3rk visitors, however, account
for only a fraction of the variation in participation rates . 14 The
environmental aspects of the recreation sites, combined with the recreationists' perceptions of these qualities, are being recognized as important
elements in demand and use prediction .

For example, in a planning evalua-

tion model built for the Michigan Department of Commerce, it is hypothesized
12 The first sophisticated measurement and analysis of these variables
in explaining outdoor recreation behavior patterns was undertaken by the
Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission, Prospective Demand for
Outdoor Recreation, ORRRC Study Report No. 26 (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1962), pp. 1-150.
13Availability of a recreation area is expressed in terms of the time,
distance, and cost of travel facing the recreationists. A gravity model is
generally used when the effects of area availability are postulated. Two
models of this type are given in : W.E. Boyet and G.S. Tolley, "Evaluating
Recreation Benefits from Visitation Prediction Equations: Reply," American Journal of Agricultural Economics, L (May, 1968), pp. 439-443; ~
Wayne L. Hoffman and Gerald H. Romsa, "Some Factors Influencing Attendance at Commercial Campgrounds: A Case Study, " Land Economics, XLVIII
(May, 1972), pp. 188-190 .
14
Eva Mueller, Gera ld Gurin, and Margaret Wood, Participation in
Outdoor Recreation: Factors Affecting Demand Among American Adults,
ORRRC Study Report No. 20 (Washington, D. C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1962), p. 27.

8

that the attractiveness of state parks to campers can be explained by the
physical environment of the campgrounds and the availability of facilities
and services. 15
Similarly, Wennergren and Fullerton 16 argue that the value of a recreation site is the sum of its locational and quality values as perceived
by the users.

Their methodology, based on the theory of economic rent,

provides conceptual and empirical procedures for estimating the separate
contributions to recreational resource value made by site location and
site quality.

The quality component incorpv ates both the attractiveness

of the recreation area in physical terms and the congestion encountered by
the site visitors.
More recently , investigations have been made to determine the particular effects of site congestion on user satisfactions and participation
rates.

The difficulties of measuring the sensitivity of recreationists

to crowding costs are increased due to the extreme heterogeneity among user
characteristics.

The empirical studies carried out by Hendee, et. al.,

15A discussion of this recreation model can be found in Carl Steinitz,
et. al., A Comparative Study of Resource Anallsis Methods (Boston, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1967 ). Qual ty of the recreation activities due to the natural features of the site is specified to be a variable
which contributes to product differentiation among recreation services by
Ivan M. Lee, "Economic Analysis Bearing Upon Outdoor Recreation ," in Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission, Economic Studies of Outdoor
Recreation, ORRRC Study Report No. 24 (Wash ington, D.C.: U. S. Government Pr1nting Office, 1966), p. 7.
.

16 E. Boyd Wennergren and Herbert H. Fullerton, "Estimating Quality
and Location Values of Recreational Resources," Journal of Leisure Research,
IV (Summer, 1972), pp. 170-183 .

9

Lucas, Stankey, and Cicchett i provide useful investigations of these difficulties.1 7
Information regarding what various user groups consider desirable i n
their specific recreation experiences and what they are willing to pay for
these experiences is of great value to managers who are faced with administering the use of recreation lands.

Demand information, however,

provides only half of the answers to recreation problems . The other half
is provided through supply, or cost, information.

As the quantity of par-

ticipation in recreation experiences is intc. dependent with the available
opportunities, sound recreation planning shoul d incorporate both demand
and supply factors in answering such questions as:

What recreation re-

sources are needed ? In what areas should recreation investments be made?
Despite the equal importance of suppiy analysis in rational decision
making, it has not attracted comparable research efforts . Clawson and
Knetsch 18 have discussed some of the relevant issues involved in analyzing

18Marion Clawson and Jack L. Knetsch, Economics of Outdoor Recreation
(Baltimore, Maryland: Johns Hopkins Press, 1966), pp . 143-163 .

10

the nature of the supply of outdoor recreation.

They emphasize the

i~por-

ta nce of use requirements and standards, location , time patterns of use,
quali ty preservation, and the multiple use of resources . Actual studies
in practical recreation planning, however, have been dominated by the use
of descriptive inventories and classifications of the available or potential
supplies of recreation areas and facilities. 19 In these studies, specialists or recreationists are typically asked to evaluate the inherent attractiveness of different recreation areas in order that rating scales to
measure each area's qualities can be devised.

Many types of land and

water related recreati on resources have been inventoried and classified on
national, regional, state-wide, and local levels . 20 There is, however, a
wide variance in the sophistication and replicatability of the methodologi cal procedures employed and in the reliability and usefulness of the data
obtained .
For instance, a most simplistic inventory of recreation resources
would involve little more than a frequency count of the observed physical
resources.

A more complex approach would seek to incorporate quality and

aesthetic characteristics of the resources in quantifying the supply of
recreation opportunities.

Descriptive analyses of available resources are

not, however, sufficient for relating supply to demand factors.

A

recreation planner must know more than the number of elms and sparkling

19 Robert H. Twiss, "Supply of Outdoor Recreation," in B.L. Driver
(ed . ), Elements of Outdoor Recreation Planning (Ann Arbo~ Michigan:
University of Michigan Press, 1974), p. 137.

ll
lakes available for outdoor recreation; he must know the amount of resources
necessary to support a given quantity of recreation demand.

Spatial stan-

dards which establish the number of recreationists which can physically occupy a site per time period have been heavily relied on in the past by
recreation planners.

Spatial standards will also provide insufficient in-

formation for rational decision-making if they neglect to consider the
qualitative effects of visitor use.
Two identical recreation areas may be judged to have equal potential
for producing recreation services; but if, in fact, the two areas attract
different quantities of users, the quality of the recreation services consumed will vary between the two areas.

The situation of a recreationist

consuming a unit of outdoor recreation is quite different from the situation of a person consuming an apple.

In the latter case, the nature of

the apple is not altered by the number of people eating apples, but the
nature of a recreation experience will vary according to the number of
persons recreating at a site.

This is true unless, of course, compen-

sating management practices such as increasing the capital improvements of
the site, are undertaken.

Investment in capital improvements can generally

improve the ability of resources to support increased recreation use without concurrent deterioration of the recreation experience.
Two effects may be expected from increasing the usage rates of a
recreation area:

First, the ecosystem may undergo changes; and second,

the recreationists' perceptions of the site's quality in terms of congestion may be affected.

These two interdependent impacts comprise what

is termed "resource carrying capacity." The measurement of carrying
capacity is, indeed, a complex task; but it should be at the heart of all
attempts to estimate the extent of recreation opportunities that given
resources can provide.

12
The implicati ons of the ecological and sociological qualities of a
recreation experience for user satisfactions and willingness to pay have
been recognized and, to some degree, implemented in recreation demand
21
studies.
Similar notice has not been taken of the significance that
resource carrying capacity has for outdoor recreation supply analysis, but
the concept has received attention as an important management tool.

Opera-

ting without clear guidelines, managers of outdoor recreation sites have
concerned themselves with the problems of manipulating user and resource
quantities to achieve the dual goals of intensive use and high-quality experiences for each of the recreation products produced.

The attainment of

these aims requires implicit, if not explicit, knowledge of which particular recreation experiences are best produced by the available resource
stock and what level of use the resources can sustain without undergoing
quality deterioration.
Consequently, there is a felt need for linking resource inventory
data with capacity aspects of the recreation resources in order to provide
improved guidelines for managers in charge of producing recreation services.

Incorporation of these factors with information concerning the

costs of production will better enable planners to meet the challenge of
21 The initial conceptual analysis by J. Alan Wagar, The Carrying
Caaacity of Wildlands for Recreation, Forest Service Monograph 7( 964),
an the empirical work of Lucas have been instrumental in promoting the
usefulness of the carrying capacity concept. Other notable contributions
in this area include Stankey's previously cited article and Anthony Fisher
and John V. Krutilla, "Determination of Optimal Capacity of Resource-Based
Recreation Facilities," in John V. Krutilla (ed.), Natural Environments:
Studies in Theoretical and A lied Anal sis (Baltimore, Maryland : Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1972, pp . 115-141.

13

allocating limited resources between competing ends.

The knowledge gained

will also allow a more meaningful relationship between recreation demand
and supply analyses to emerge than presently exists.

[i

14

OBJECTIVES AND PLAN OF THIS STUDY
In vi ew of the mounting pressures on the nation's natural resources
t o provide outdoor recreation and competing goods, it has become imperative
that available recreation lands be more effectively utilized in meeting
outdoor recreation demands.

A thorough analysis of the issue of choosing

between recreation and competing uses of scarce resources so as to maximize the net welfare of society would requ ire discussion of a wide gamut
of problems.

The scope of the proposed study, however, will be necessarily

lim ited.
In order to provide initial research in the area of the supply of
recreation services , the persistent objective of this study will be to
examine the possibility of attain ing an economically efficient combination
of resources to produce the maximum level of National Park services under
the conditions of a constrained budget, a constrained technolog ical production possibilities set, and limitations on available inputs.
The anlaysis will be bu ilt on the following underlying assumptions.
First, the set of problems dealt with will be based on the common assumption that land-use planning within a National Park is dictated by an
efficiency goal.

That is, it will be assumed that recreation planners

have as their sole aim to determine the optimal production process such
that for any given combination of inputs, the park is operating on its
production frontier.

Of course, production efficiency is not the only aim

of recreation policy makers; nevertheless, it is believed that the conclusions reached in this study will provide useful directives in isolating

15

obstacles to achieving an efficient allocation of recreation resources.
Other effects of recreation land-use planning, such as income redistributive consequences, will be left for others to analyze.
Second, the focus of the proposed study will be on a level comparable
to the position of a firm in partial equilibrium analysis.

The research

problem in its simplest form will take a microanalytic approach to the
problem of allocating the given resource base of a specified National Park
so as to maximize the firm's composite output.

This formulation is seen to

be one of classical optimization in which programming techniques are applicable.

It will be necessary to isolate the characteristics of the

recreation firm which differentiate it from other firms in the market
economy.

On the basis of this descriptive analysis, the determination of

the "firm's" optimum output level will be made.
The proposed format delineates the following sub-objectives for
research:
1. To investigate the services provided by a National Park as to
their private or social good natures in order to frame a welfare theory
of optimal resource allocation.
2.

To combine in an integrated fashion, the relevant concepts of

economic theory and mathematical programming which lend themselves to
solving the production economizing problems facing an individual National
Park.
Sub-objective 2 involves the application of process analysis to the
operations of a National Park.

In particular, an optimization model will

be formulated to maximize the multi-product output of the park.

Alterna-

tive ways, or processes, of producing a given product will be specified
where appropriate to allow for the possibility of substitutions between

16

factor inputs in production.
3.

To illustrate the application of the model developed in objective

2 to a particular National Park.
The application of the model will be to Rocky Mountain National Park.
On the basis of a descriptive analysis of the park, the efficient combination of the study area's resource inputs among the various park products
will be determined by the linear programming model.

Additionally, other

potential utilizations and extensions of the model will be discussed .
It is the expressed aim of the proposed study to provide National
Park managers with improved tools to employ in striving to achieve efficient allocations of scarce park resources.

Through better utilization

of the available resources lies a means of increasing the supply of park
products.

17

SOME ECONOMIC CONCEPTS FOR NATIONAL
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
The permeation of modern societies with critical environment alterations has triggered much concern over the uncontrolled interdependencies
between man and his natural habitat.

The extent of misuse or overuse of

scarce land, air, and water resources by man, however, relates directly
to the institutions which society utilizes in making resource allocations:
the private marketplace and the political arena.

An efficient allocation

of resources in the production of goods and services will occur automatically, in response to the dollar votes cast by society when the market is
"properly" functioning. 22 This well-known proposition of economic welfare
theory does not hold true in situations such as those characterized by
monopoly power, decreasing cost industries, the existence of externalities
in production or consumption, social goods, or merit goods. 23 It is these
situations which elicit direct intervention by the government in the provision of goods and services; and it is, therefore, the existence of these
characteristics that should provide the economic rationale for public provision of outdoor recreation and wilderness areas.

Of course, these con-

elusions assume that the transfer costs and the beauracratic entanglements
associated with government supplying these goods and services will involve
22 E. J. Mi shan, "A Survey of Welfare Economics, 1939-59," Economic
Journal, LXX (1960).
23 Richard A. Musgrave, The Theory of Public Finance: A Study in
Public Economy (New York: ~lcGraw-Hill, 1959), Chapter l.

18

less resource cost than the co st of ineffici ency resulting from market
failure.
Historically, natural ecosystems have been viewed as be ing abundant
resources and, therefore, have had no explicit market values as natural
areas per se . As the economy has grown and developed and as the scarce
mineral, land, and forest resources have been bid away from the once
"abundant" ecosystems to the production of market valued goods and services,
the ecosystems therr.selves have become "endangered species. " In order t o
preserve and protect some natural environments from the encroachment of
asphalt and cement, the individuals of the United States--acting collectively through their congressional representatives--establ ished the National
Park Service in 1916.

The preserved natural areas in the park system are

themselves a good "which all enjoy in common in the sense that each individual's consumption of such a good leads to no subtraction from any other
individual's consumption of that good . . . ". 24 That is, Nat ional Park
primitive areas provide a social good, 25 the consumption of which is basically in form of "knowing it is there, allowing nature to exi st in a
pristine state . "
Although the primary mission of the National Park Service is to preserve and protect natural environments, the Service is also charged with
providing appropriate recreation experiences to park visitors . The

24 Paul A. Samuelson, "The Pure Theory of Public Expenditure," Review
of Economics and Statistics, XXXVI (1954), p. 387.
25 For a differing viewpoint, consult Warren C. Robinson, "The Simple
Economics of Public Outdoor Recreation," Land Economics, XLV (February,
1967), pp. 71-75. Robinson maintains that National Park products are mer it
goods which are supplied whether or not the public wants them .
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provision of picnicking and camping opportunities does not, howeve r , fall
into the realm of supplying collec ti ve consumption goods as does the case
of preserving natural areas.

A picnic table or a campi ng site supplied

to one individual is not available for use by all other individuals.

Con-

sequently, park recreation service s are like private consumption goods, al though they are not allowed to be competitively priced in the market place.
However, in this thesis they will be referred to as "private" goods.
In that the National Park Service seeks to maintain an optimal balance between preservation and use throughout the park system, allowing the
carrying capacity of each parcel of land to dictate the intensity of use
consistent with resource preservation, one might argue that some park
services have aspects of both collective and private goods.
tent, of course, this is true.

To some ex-

Backpackers in the cross-country zones,

for instance, take pride in leaving no trace of their intrusions into the
natural areas; thus, their impacts on the ecosystem may be negligible.

We,

however, will take the view (often expressed by Park Service members) that
only in areas where recreationists are excluded will a truly pristine environment exist.
In summary, the contention set forth in this paper is that the market economy fails to allocate natural resources for providing preserved
wilderness areas since wilderness areas are essentially nonrival and nonexcludable in consumption. 26 Each member of society, acting individually
will choose not to reveal his true preference for the preserva tion of

26 This characterization of social goods is given by Richard A.
Musgrave, "Provision for Social Goods," in R. W. Houghton (ed.), Public
Finance (Bungay, Suffolk, England: Richard Clay Ltd., 1973) pp. 263-266.
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natural areas via dollar votes since his contribution will appear miniscule
in relation to the outcome provided by all other individuals in the
society.

He will gain by not "voting" his dollar preference since he will,

thereby, avoid all costs (i.e., by being a "free rider") and, yet, will
reap essentially the same quantity of benefits as he otherwise would.

Only

through voting in the political arena can an indication be ascertained of
society's preferences for wilderness.
Before engaging in any further general discussion relating to the
task of assuring efficiency in the provision of social goods, a conceptual
model will be described which indicates how a rational society might order
its activities so as to achieve the maximum possible benefit from goods
produced with natural environments and from the preservation of these environments. Although it is not presumed that a theoretical analysis of the
consumption versus preservation problem will provide any panecea for the
present situation, the concepts presented in the abstract model would offer a benchmark from which the current state of affairs can be evaluated.
Theoretical Model: 27

Assumptions.

Consider a two person (1 ,2) closed economy which pos-

sesses a fixed stock of natural resources, X.

These resources can be al-

located between two competing and technologically feasible ends:

(1) the

provision of the private consumption good, Q, which is parcelled out among
the individuals such that
Q = Ql + Q2;

(1)

27 The model to be presented in this section is in the tradition of
Samuelson's formulation of the polar cases of social and private goods:
Samuelson, "Pure Theory," pp. 387-389. For a treatment of several mixed
cases, see Musgrave, "Provision."
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and (2) the provision of natural resources as a social good, Xs' where
x = x1 = x2
s
s
s.
(2)
The production relationships which comprise the society's technically
feasible production possibilities can be summarized by:
Q = Q{Xp)
x

= xp

+

(3)

(4)

xs'

where Xp is the quantity of natural resources used in the production of
Q, and Q(XP) is a concave production function.
The original preferences of persons 1 and 2 for goods Q and X5 are
given by the concave utility functions:

u1

=

U(Q 1 , \),

u2

=

U(Q 2 ,

(5)

\l·

Optimality conditions.

(6)
Taking as our objective the achievement of

Pareto-optimality, which is the situation in which no one can be made
better off without worsening the position of another individual, we seek
to maximize individual 1 's utility subject to the existing production
possibilities, while holding 2's utility constant at the specified level,
u• 2. Since the maximization of the Lagrangian function,
L = ul (Ql ,xs) - "1 (U2(Q2,xs) - U*2) - "z{Q(9 - Q)

{7)

- t. (xP + xs - x) - t. 4(o 1 + o2 - Q),
3

is equivalent to maximizing u1 subject to the specified constraints, the
necessary conditions for optimality are:
aL;aQ = au 1;ao 1 - >. 4 = o
1
aL;aQ 2

=

aLJaxs

= au 1;axs- >. 1{au 2;ax5 )-

->.

1 (au 2;aQ2 ) - >. 4

(8)
=

o
>.

(9)

3

=o

(1 0)
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aL/a Q = A + A
2
4
aL;axP

=

=

o

(11)

-A 2(aQ;axP) - A3

=

o.

(12)

From the algebraic manipulation of these first-order conditions,
some econowically meaningful relationships can be derived.

First, solve

equations (8}, (9}, and (11}, for A4 to obtain:
A = au ;ao1 = - t- (au ; aQ ) = -A 2
4

1

1

2

(13)

2

Then, solve (10} and (12) for A3 to get:
~t

3

=

a u1;a x5 -A1 (a u2; a \)

=

(14)

-A2 (a o2;a xp) .

From equation (9}, we have
{15)

By the appropriate substitution of (13) into (15),
(16)

Substitutions from {16) and (13) made in equation (14) show that
au ;ax + (au 1;aQ 2) 1 (au 21aQ 2) x au/axs
1 5

=

aU11aQ1
(17)

x ao1av

Dividing each term in {18) by aU11a Q1 , we get our first significant result:
(a u1;a \) 1 (a u11a Q1 ) + (a u2;a Xs) 1 (a u21a Q2 )

=

aQ/a xp.

(18)

In economic jargon, this result states that a necessary condition
for the maximization of u1 (subject to the production technology and to
the maintenance of a constant value for u2) is that the marginal rate at
which individual 1 is willing to substitute Q for Xs plus the marginal
rate at which individual 2 is willing to substitute Q for\ should equal
the marginal physical product of X in the production of Q.

In a more
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compact notational form, we may write

MRS~ for Xs

+

MRS6 for Xs

= MMP~

(19)

The derivation of the second meaningful relationship which is obtainable from the first-order conditions for utility maximization is rather
trivial.

From the previously made assumptions regarding the production

relationships for Q and Xs' we may write the smooth, convex productionpossibility schedule, which shows the transformation of Q into Xs' as
(20)

By the implicit function derivative rule, we have
aF/aXs
aF/aQ

= Fxs = - dQ

"FQ""

(21)

d"Xs

The term Fxs/FQ is nothing more than the marginal rate of transformation
of Q into Xs' while - (dQ/dXs) is the negative of the slope of the pro1uction function of Q (i.e., the negative of the MPP~).
The results contained in equations (19) and (21) are combined in
the following single equation:
1

2

-

Q-

MRSQ for \ + MRSQ for Xs- MPPX - MRTQ

into

x;

(22)

Taking Q as the numeraire good, we note that the MRSQ for Xs (the
·atio of the marginal utility of Xs to that of Q) for each individual can
>e expressed as his marginal valuation of Xs'
2
au
MRS 1
= aUl
and MRSQ f
= _2 ,
Q for Xs -ax;or Xs aXs

(23)

ii nee,
1.

(24)
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Using market terminology, we can refer to the marginal utilities in (23)
as marginal valuations or prices.

Additionally,

MPP~ = MPP~ . PQ = VMP~,

(25)

where VMP is the value of the marginal product of X in the production of Q.
We also recognize that the marginal rate of transforming Q into X, which
denotes the quantity of Q which must be given up in order to produce one
more unit of Xs' can be interpreted in real terms as the marginal cost,
MC, of producing X.
An equivalent expression for equation (22) can, therefore, be written
as:
PXl + PX2 -- VMPXQ -- MC ,
S

S

X

These properties which typify a Pareto-optimal solution in the case
of a two-member, closed society having the technical capabilities and
required resources to produce processed goods, Q, or preserved natural
environments, Xs' can be demonstrated diagrammatically as in Figure l .
It should be noted, however, that the only relevant points in the diagram
are the equilibrium points.

All other points in the diagram are assumed

extrapolations of the equilibrium points and are used only for clarity in
understanding.

Under the constraint of limited resources in the society,

both the quantities and prices of Q and X are interdependent, thus making
impossible the illustration of the complete demand or marginal valuation
curves, D, as in quadrants 1 and 3 of Figure 1.
Given the functional form of Q(XP) shown in quadrant 4 of Figure 1,
a marginal cost curve, MC , can be derived for each price of the input,

0

X.

The marginal cost curve corresponding to the unit price of X charged

for the equilibrium quantity, X~q , is graphed in quadrant 3.

Each
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$

Q

Figure 1.

Graphic description of Pareto-optimality conditions for park
resource allocation.
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equilibrium determined by the i ntersection of one marginal cost curve wi th
the given market demand curve for Q corresponds to a spec i fic level of the
land input and to a specific price of X.

These pairs of input quantities

and prices are used to trace out the derived demand curve for X (Dx in
quadrant 1) .

Recall that the demand for X is the horizontal summation of

two components:

the derived demand for X as an input into the production

process of Q and the demand for X as a social good.
The Pareto-optimal equilibrium depicted in Figure 1 is characterized
by:

(1) at the quantity Qeq (which equates the supply of the private good

with the horizontal summation of the two individuals' demand curves for (Q) ,
the market demand price, P , equals the marginal cost,

0

Mc 0, of supplying Q

{quadrant 3); (2) the value of the marginal product of X~q

in producing

Qeq (i.e., the demand price for the input x~q) is equal to the society's
demand price for the social good, Xs' where society ' s demand Dx1+2 , is the
s

vertical summation of the two individuals' demand curves for Xs (quadrant
1); and (3) the horizontal sum of the quantities demanded of X in the
production of Q and in the consumption of Xs is equal to the total supply
of X at the price Peq = pleq = P2eq = P~eq = P~eq (quadrant 1).
X
Xp
Xp
s
s
These properties--which would emerge automatically in a perfectly
operating market economy if individuals could be induced to reveal their
preferences for the social good--are of interest due to their welfare
implications.

No deviation from the indicated equilibrium quantities

would improve at least one person's position without worsening the position
of another.

But since the Pareto-optimal solution will not emerge auto-

matically in response to the dollar votes cast by society due to the nonexcludability feature of the social good, it is recommended that the
theoretical results be used as criteria for assessing policy solutions.
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A MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING APPROACH
FOR MAKING PRODUCTION DECISIONS
IN A NATIONAL PARK
Restatement of the problem
In the preceding section, the conditions which characterize an efficient resource allocation in the provi sion of National Park goods were
determined.

These conditions specified that:

(1) the sum of the marginal

rates of substitution between recreation goods and preservation goods for
all individuals in the society must equal the marginal rate of transformation of the goods in production; and (2) this sum must also equal the
marginal physical product of land in the production of recreation goods .
When these conditions (as well as the second order conditions for utility
maximization) are satisfied for a given income distribution in the society,
there will be no other allocation which will improve the position of at
least one individual while worsening the position of no one.
The determination of this Pareto-optimal state of affairs required,
however, the existence of an omn iscient planner who knew all relevant
information relating to the factor endowments, the production possibilities, and the preference patterns existing in the society.
the assumption of known preferences is not realistic.

Unfortunately,

First, there are

institutional restraints on entrance fees to National Parks which prevent
consumers from revealing their preferences for recreation goods through
market bids although provision of these goods by the market would be both
feasible and efficient as in the case of other private goods.
recreation values are made more difficult to determine.

Consequently,

The second reality
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which negates the assumption of readily known consumer preferences relates
to the nonrival and nonexcludability characteristics of the consumption of
park preservation goods.

The social good nature of preservation products

precludes their market provision.

Even in the absence of institutional

restraints, an individual consumer has no incentive to voluntarily reveal
his preference for preservation goods when the total level of goods provided will not be significantly affected by his market bid.
The provision of National Park products is, thus, seen to be made
outside of the realm of the marketplace due to public choice as well as
necessity.

The market role of revealing and serving the preferences rep-

resented in society is filled by the political process.

Ignoring the true

effectiveness of the voting system in eliciting preferences, the problem
becomes one of translating the revealed information into governmental policy and resultant action.

The possibility of determining the optimal pro-

duction mix between recreation and preservation outputs within the National
Park System is, therefore, dependent upon the effective operation of the
political system, the aptness with which the National Park Service interprets legislative law in forming park policy, and the facility with which
each superintendent administers park policy.

In order to achieve manage-

ment of the National Park System that is responsive to society's preferences, the National Park Service endeavors to incorporate public participation in its decision-making by conducting frequent public hearings and
maintaining communication with interested parties in addition to the
standard procedures for policy and management review.
To the extent that the political mechanism functions well and the
civil servants in the Park Service are able to assemble and process both
the demand and supply data for park goods via the existing system, the
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determination of the product mix for a National Park is satisfactory.

It

is the contention set forth in this dissertation, however, that the facets
of the problem are too many and too complex to expect that the National
Park Service can ascertain the "optimal choice" for society by utilizing
only the limited tools of voting, discourse and review.

A mathematical

model that can incorporate much of the information on which the park
managers base their decisions will provide a systematic framework which is
more efficient than the present tools in processing the known data and will,
thereby, aid the National Park Service in its administration of public resources.

The remainder of this study considers the construction and ap-

plicability of such a model.
In conceptualizing a model for use as an analytical tool for allocating park resources to the competing ends of providing recreation and
preservation goods, a microeconomic approach was taken since it is the
superintendent at the park level who is given the primary authority to
make decisions relating to the planning and resource management in the
park(s) under his jurisdiction . As such, the problem to be solved is
similar to the production problems faced by more traditional firms in the
economy and is amenable to solution by linear programming.
The theoretical concepts on which linear programming is based have
been known for many years; and since 1947, when George B. Dantzig applied
these concepts to formulate a technique for planning the numerous activities of the U.S. Air Force, linear programming has been extensively applied to management problems in industry.

It is believed that the ap-

plication of this well-known planning method in structuring a model which
reflects the productive processes available to the park and allows the
determination of which processes should be employed to meet the park's
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spec i fied objectives will have substantial merit fo r evalua ting park performance28 .
The ampirical model
General d.escription.

The illustrative par k fi rm used i n t he model is

operating in the short-run with a given amount of fixed factors and certain
inputs whose quantities vary with output . The firm is assumed able to produce several types of recreation products; the products are homogeneous
within each classification type.

Additionally, the firm has no price

decision to make since the park entrance fees are administered prices
which are set independently of demand and supply issues.
More specifically, it is assumed that the firm contemplates the utilization of its scarce resources in the production of preserved natural environments and four types of recreation services {picnicking, roadside
camping, back country camping at designated sites, and cross-country camping).

The necessary inputs for production include land, labor, capital

flow, and operating expenses.

The total available land to be allocated

between the recreation activities and preservation outputs is measured by
the amount of land currently occupied by the park, less the land area taken
up by lakes, roads, and buildings which are not directly related to the
provision of one of the five specified products.

The park is divided into

28 For discussions of the geometric and algebraic formulations of typical linear programming problems as applied to economic analysis, see
William J. Baumol, Economic Theor and 0 erations Anal sis, 3rd . ed.
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Ha , Inc., 1972 ,PP · 70-102; and
Robert Dorfman, Paul A. Samuelson, and Robert M. Solow, Linear Programming
and Economic Analysis (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1958) . For a
more theoretical treatment, consult G. Hadley, Linear ProJramming (Reading,
Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., 1962 .
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sections (not necessarily equal in area) for analysis.

In each section,

the park outputs which are currently produced, as well as the other products which could potentially be produced, at that location are identified.
An illustrative park map is shown in Figure 2.

Twenty sections are

identifi ed as being currently developed, preserved, or suitable for other
uses.

The grid in Figure 3 translates this information into a concise,

usable matrix formulation.

The rows correspond to the sections labeled on

the map, and the columns refer to the uses to which the land in each
section can be put.

The matrix element mij , therefore, refers to the

parcel of land in the ith section which is devoted to providing the jth
product.
Note in Figure 3 that the activities (or uses) in which park inputs
may be employed include two processes for producing picnicking opportunities.

As a result, the columns corresponding to picnicking number four:

the first two columns give the land {or other input) requirements for producing picnicking opportunities with process l; the second two, for producing picnicking opportunities with process 2.

The variation in input

requirements between the two processes for producing one unit of picnicking allows for the existence of factor substitution in production.

For

example, process l may be land intensive in producing picnic sites while
process 2 economizes on land, but requires more capital to provide the
visual screeni ng between sites necessary to maintain the quality of picnicking experience.

Although the representative matrix only shows multiple

processes in the production of picnicking, any number of alternative production processes may be specified for each of the products.
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Besides the limitation on land inputs, there are two constrai nts
>n the amount of labor the firm can hire in the short-run: one for per>anent employees and onefor temporary employees.

No explicit constraints

reassumed for the availabilities of the other two inputs--capital flow
nd operating expenses; these inputs enter the model only in the calcuations of the variable costs of production.

One final contrstraint

1hich is imposed on the production possibilities of the park is the total
udget appropriated to the park by Congress.

Input prices are constraint

nder the assumption that the park is competitive in the factor market.
A few remarks need also to be made concerning the park's assumed
bjective function.

Ideally, the primary goal of any park is to maximize

he net social value of the park's outputs . As was pointed out in preious sections , however, the lack of competitive market prices for the
ark outputs of recreation services and preserved natural environments
egates the direct application of this objective to a real-world problem.
'he second-best measure of the relative values which the public places on
~rk

outputs is assumed to be the relative weights which the park super-

ntendent uses to equate one unit of a particular output with one uni t of
he other four park products in his implicit calculus of the value of the
~rk's

outputs.

ragmatic.

The rationale for this approach is both practical and

Since it is the park manager who is responsible for imple-

renting the objectives expressed by the general public which relate to
he management of the park's resources, it is not unrealistic to believe
hat the "barter terms of trade" which are perceived by the manager are
he weights that are actually used in making resource allocation decisions.
F the weights employed by the superintendent do, in fact, adequately
~present

the public's "barter terms of trade" between the various park
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products, then the maximization of the weighted output will lead to a
socially efficient allocation of resources.

Otherwise, all that can be

said is that the socially inefficient solution is viewed to be optimal
by the manager.

In this situation, improvement can only be expected if

society recognizes that the manager is using inappropriate weights and
induces him to change.

More will be said in later sections concerning

the derivation of the weights used in the study and possible refinements
in their determination.

With these preliminary characteristics accounted

for, the focus of the discussion will now turn to the proposed mathematical
model.
Algebraic formulation.

The decision variables for the park's pro-

duction problem are:
Xij

= The number of recreationists to be accomodated in the jth
activity at the ith location.

Aij

= The number of acres to be preserved in the pristine state.

Associated with these decision variables are their relative weights (p)
and their cost coefficients (C):

Pp•PR'Ps,Pc•PN = the relative value of 1 unit of output {picnicker-day, roadside camper-day, back country camper-day
at a designated site, cross-country camper-day, and
acreage in pristine state, respectively), in terms of the
chosen numeraire output.
Cij

The costs of producing one unit of the jth product in the
ith location.

This term summarizes the contributions made

by the employed inputs {permanent employees, Lf; temporary employees, Lt; capital flow; and operating expenses).
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The input requirements for producing one unit of output j in location
are denoted by:
aij

(land requirements, measured in square miles per unit of output)

Lfj• L;j

(labor requirements, measured in man-hours of work per unit
of_output)

The programming problem can now be phrased as:
6 20
8 20
4 20
Maximize: V = E E
PpXiJ. + E E
pRXiJ. + E E p8X..
j=l j;l
j=5 i=l
j;7 i=1
lJ
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+

12
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20
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10

20

E

E

j=9 i=l

C X ~

B

(7)

ij iJ

Non-negativity restrictions
(Vi ,j)

(8)

Expression (1) defines the weighted output value which is to be maxinized; the picnicker outputs, roadside camper outputs, back country camper
wtputs, cross-country camper outputs, and preserved land outputs are exp-essed in terms of "park-output" - equivalence values and then summed.
Constraints (2), (3), and (4) refer to land acreage requirements.
fuch equation of the type (2) specifies that the quantity of land devoted
ball activities in location i must equal the given area of site i.

The

nJmber of equations of this type is determined by the number of locations
onsidered.
Constraints (3) and (4) are imposed for investigatory purposes.
E1uation (3) requires that the acreage devoted to preservation must equal
s1me arbitrarily chosen value

A*~

A, while (4) requires that the acreage

dtvoted to recreational activities must equal the remainder of the availaile park land.
Upper limits on labor availability are placed in constraints (5) and
(I) in order to reflect the park firm's difficulty in adjusting employmtnt levels upward in the short-run.

The budget constraint (7) specifies

tlat the total production costs must be less than or equal to the fixed
bLdget ii.
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Basic applications for park management.

The solution of thi s problem

letermines the maximum weighted output value obtainable in the circum1tcnces of the park and, consequently, the level of each park service conl i ~ tent

with this solution.

The solution, however, corresponds to the

<rtificially imposed restrictions on the amount of land ava il able to procuce recreation products and the amount to produce preservation products.
-h~

dual variables associated with (3) and (4) hold the key to achieving

<n efficient allocation of the park's resources among the allowed outputs
ior the general case. If the dual of (3) is equal to the dual variabl e
cf (4) 29 at the solution level, then an efficient allocation of resources
ta~

been attained in the production of recreation and preservation goods.

lhis says that the relaxation of the constraint on preserved land by one
Lnft will achieve the same change in the solution value of Vas will a unit
relaxation in the constraint on recreation land.
rra~inal

Put another way, the

value of land's productivity in each use will be the same.

In the probable event that the two dual variables are not equal, the
arntrarily selected value of A* should be parametrically varied until the
du~

At

variables are equal and the optimal resource allocation is achieved.

~ach

iteration of the parametric analysis, the marginal value products

of land in recreation and in preservation are obtained for the current
speifications of A* and
gererated.
mo~l

A-

A*; the marginal product curves are, thereby,

Of course, by eliminating constraints (3) and (4) from the

's formulation, the initial solution to the problem would be optimal;

29 Note that the value of the dual variable for land in the production
of 1reservation goods will be equal to P , the relative value of preservaton goods in the production of park oOtputs, since there are no direct
coLs involved in the production of preservation goods.
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however, this would be at the expense of losing the additional information
contained in the shape of the margi nal value product curves.
The results contained in the solution of this basic programming
problem will provide the managers in the National Park Service with significantly better tools than are now employed in striving to achieve an
efficient allocation of the scarce park resources.

Since the data require-

ments for util iz ing this analytic model are essentially no greater than
what is normally assembled in taking a less systematic approach to
decision-making, the method is considered well within the reach of the
superintendents of National Parks.
In order to illustrate the practicali ty of this model for management's use in the National Park Service, it is adapted to the management
specifications and strategies existing in Rocky Mountain National Park.
The numerical results of the empirical study and the difficulties ecountered in carrying out this initial experiment are reported in the next
section.
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TOWARD AN EFFICIENT RESOU RCE ALLOCATION
Hl ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK:
A CASE STUDY
D~sc riptive sketch of rocky
rmuntain national park

A general mathematical model for selecting an optimal resource alloCltion between recreation and preservation goods was constructed in the
p·evious section.

In moving from this general model to one which is oper-

a:ional for a given park, the management practices which are specific to
t1e experiment park and additional simplifying assumptions are incorpora:ed in the calculations of the model's data input .

Before delineating

t1ese further assumptions and calculations, a few remarks concerning the
b1s ic characteristics of the study area--Rocky Mountain National Park--are
i1 order .
Rocky Mountain National Park encompasses 412 square miles of the front
r1nge of the Colorado Rockies.

Within its boundaries is found a spectacu-

llr variety of landscapes, ranging from rugged mountains sculptured by
g'aciers and deep gorges carpeted with dense virgin forests, to wide open
p1rks and vast areas of alpine tundra.

Due to the wide variance in park

e'evations (7,640 feet to 14,200 feet}, temperatures, and climates, the
ecosystems represented in Rocky Mountain National Park are complex and
diverse.
More than 2.5 million visitors enter the park annually to sight-see,
h1ke, mountain-climb, fish, picnic, camp, participate in one of the many
i nterpreti ve programs presented at the park's visitor centers, or to otherw·se utilize the park resources for recreation purposes . Although accurate
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are not available, it is estimated that the large majori ty of park

\isitors are day-users who concentrate their stay in the park to the
reveloped areas serviced by roads and visitor centers and to the first one
mle of the trails leading from the major trailheads.
b

In sharp contrast

the heavy use received from park visitors in these limited areas, more

t1an 85 percent of Rocky Mountain National Park is currently being managed
i1 a pristine, wilderness state, in the absence of visitors . The remaini1g portion of the park is primarily devoted to the provision of sites for
picnicking, roadside camping, back country camping at designated sites,
a1d back country camping in cross country zones, with back country camping
ttking the lion's share.
The existing allocation of land between the various visitor activities
a1d preserved land reflects the solution of the park superintendent's imp'icit problem of maximizing the value of the park's outputs subject to

t e limitations on the park's factors of production and available funds.
Tie implicit value of the park's outputs is nothing more than the superintendent's internal calculation of the weighted park output.

The coef-

f ·cients of the implicit constraints facing the park manager are derived
f rom his intimate understanding of the park ecosystems and their interrelationships with the park visitors.

This knowledge and information re-

qLired for sound management, interpretation, and administration of the
nctural resources in Rocky Mountain National Park, has, therefore, been
e1aluated and processed primarily by descriptive analysis.

The task now

at hand is to incorporate the existing body of information into an explic ·t, mathematical model which is capable of mechanically and efficiently
determining the optimal resource allocation implied by the available park
data.
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Tte Park products
The natural resources in Rocky Mountain National Park dictate multipleu~

resource management; legislation limits the mult iple alternatives for

rESource use to what may be te rmed the "multiple National Park uses."
Attiviti es such as hunting, grazing , mining, and lumbering are prohibited
or park lands.

The types of activities which are not precluded generally

f<ll into two major categories:

(l) allowed recreation; and (2) scientific

re;earch.
The recreation products chosen for analysis in this study were
selected on the basis of practicality . First, only summer activities
ini t ial ly considered since the preponderance of park visitors recreate

w~e

d~ing

the months of June, July, August, and September.

r~reation
tl~ir

Second, only

opportunities which can be classed as private goods due to

rival and excludable natures in consumption were considered ; this

c~terion

eliminated such activities as hiking and fishing which require

tre use of common property resources and on which there is very little
a\iilable data.
For the purposes of this study, the lands devoted to scientific study
w~e

grouped with other park lands on which no perceptible amount of

v>itor usage occurs.

These lands comprise the social goods of preserved

er{ironments that are "produced" by Rocky Mountain National Park.
p~k

The

products remaining after this process of elimination and selection

ir:lude :
1) picnicking at established picnic sites; 30
30oata are not currently collected by the Park Service for the actual
nmbers of day-users of picnic facilities at Rocky Mountain National Park,
hwever, rough estimates of these numbers will be made .
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2)

roadside camping;

3)

back country camping at designated sites, referred to, as simply,
back country camping;

4)

back country camping in cross-country zones, which is referred
to as cross-country camping;

5)

preserved natural environments.

he objective function
With no measurements available of society's relative valuations of
lational Park products, the maximization of social welfare which accrues
'rom these products is beyond the scope of possibility at this time.

As

ln approximation to this "ideal" objective, it is assumed that the second•est alternative is the maximization of Rocky Mountain National Park's
tutputs--usi ng the park management's relative valuations of the products
lS a means of calculating the common denominator necessary to sum the incongruous items of picnicking, camping, and preserved land . The basis
'or this assumption is founded in the more fundamental assumption that the
1uperintendent is responsive to the preferences of the park's constituency.
-his does not seem unrealistic in light of the evidence that securing
rublic involvement is taken to be an essential element in effective park
nanagement within the National Park Service. 31

It really matters not

vhether public involvement is sought by the superintendent for the benefit
cf the public or for the purpose of securing political support and a high
reputation for the park .
31
Herbert H. Fullerton, et. al., Socio-Economic Data and Methods in
Environmental Analysis of National Park Serv1ce Act1ons, unpubllshed
report prepared for the Planning Division of the National Park Service
(September, 1975}, p. 5.
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The approach just outlined can be illuminated with a few simple
agebraic relationships.

Let X denote a spec ific combination of products,

= recreationist-day or one square mile of preserved land). Let the

X; (i

rdative value of one unit of the ith product as expressed by the park
swerintendent be given by P; · Then the weighted sum of any combination
o1 park outputs i s computed as
{1)

The product ion decision, thus, becomes one of selecting the combinat on of the Xi's which makes (1) as great as possible, given the park's
pnduction possibilities and the superintendent's set of weights.

The

co1bination which satisfies these conditions is clearly optimal from the
marager ' s point-of-view.

Consequently, the park 's production problem is

a .traightforward application of optimization theory once the superinterdent' s weights have been specified.
Determining the relative importance that is placed on the various
pa ·k products by the management at Rocky Mountain National Park proved to
bea difficult undertaking.

When first queried if implicit relative

vaues for the park products were used to make resource allocation decisi rns at the park level, the management 32 answered with a strong affirmati •e.

When asked to state those values explicitly, some staff members

prmptly reiterated the old, empty arguments that some goods, such as park
prtducts, are not economic goods whose "i ntri ns i c"va 1ues can be reduced
toa numerical scale.

However, the initial reluctance of the park

32The "management" who participated in this experiment ir.cluded
members of the Rocky Mountain National Park staff; the individuals
of th is group will not, however, be further identified for reason s of
proriety.
se ~ral
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management to evaluate their implicit value-weights was dissipated over
the several month period in which the author of this text had contact
with the staff at Rocky Mountain National Park. 33 .
Two sets of relative weights were

determined.

The method used to

arrive at these weights was based on the dual aims of preservation and use
Jf the National Park Service.

To determine the management's rating scale(s),

the following problem was presented to the management at Rocky Mountain
~ational

Park:

Suppose one square mile of the park is devoted to each product:
picnic sites (P), roadside campsites (R), back country campsites (B),
cross-country camping zones (C), and land preservation (N). Rate each
acre so designated on a scale of 1 to 10 (10 being the highest value)
in terms of its ability to satisfy the park objectives of preservation and use.
The results of the questionnaire were tabulated in a table similar to the
one presented in Figure 4.

The numbers corresponding to preservation and

use in each column were summed to give the total rating for each product
(based on a possible 20 points).

This step reflects the equal importance

given to each goal.
p

R

B

~p

~R

~B

c

N

Preservation
Use
TOTAL

Figure 4.

Tabular representation of the relative importance of
the products of Rocky Mountain National Park .

33 Rocky Mountain National Park, Staffinterviews with Judith C. Houston,
(Estes Park, Colorado, July, 1975 - November, 1975).
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The total points were then put on a relative scale by letting picni~ing

serve as the numeraire good.

By multiplying the relative points

pet acre in each activity by the reciprocal of the activity's average
de~ity
la~ .

(stated in terms of acres per person, or in the case of preserved

acres per acres), numerical expressions for the relative values

weF. obtained for recreationists in each recreation activity and for
acF.s of preserved wilderness.
These calculations are algebraically summarized by the following
eqtation:
1

dj

(i

P,R,B,C,N)

(4)

whe-e
pi

the relative weight of the ith product

Ni

the 0-10 point rating given to one unit of the ith product
for serving the preservation goal

Ui

the 0-10 point rating given to one unit of the ith product
for serving the use goal

di

= average land density for product

Aftr calculating the pi's, the management of Rocky Mountain National Park
reasessed the ratings they had given for accuracy in reflecting their
impicit weights.
The resource data
Sources.

Typically, process analyses employ time-series infor-

maton for calculating the input-output relationships which form the
bass for the linear resource constraints in the empirical model.
Ade•uate data of this type are generally not available from National Park
rec<rds for two reasons:

(1) the management policies followed by park

sur-ri ntendents which affect product quality and resource carrying
ca~ city

have undergone majo r changes in the last decade, thus, negating

the crucial assumption of product homogenity; and (2} record-keeping for
periods longer than three years is not required of park superintendents.
Since time-series data were not obtainable for implementing the
re~u rc e

allocation model for this case study, two alternative sources of

inhrnation were used.
su~r ! ntendents

First, the guidelines transmitted to all park

from the national office of the Service concerning input

re~i ·ement s

for providing park activities at the Service 's desired quality
sta1d1 rd were extensively used. 34 Second, when information was not availabl~

•rom this source, interviews with park personnel provided data concer1i1g current operating practices. 35 No adjustments were made for any
dis:r!pancies which may exist between actual operating procedures and the
sta1dtrds for operation.
th~

Data for resource availabilities were taken from

i1put utilization levels which existed in Fiscal Year 1975.

The infor-

matiol so obtained provided the foundation data from which the input-output coefficients and the cost coefficients were derived.
:oefficients in land constraints.

The land requirements for pro-

duc in• one picnic site and one roadside campsite were computed from the
1975 1ark data on land allocations and site numbers devoted to each of
theseactivities.

From these average figures on the land acreage per site

in ea<h recreation activity, estimates of the requirements per person were
4 Rocky Mountain National Park, Resource Requirements Data to Meet
Park ctivity Standards, unpublished records (June, 1975).
5Rocky Mountain National Park, interviews.
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made using the average group size of 3.6 persons and

assu~in g

that t wo

groups use one picnic site per day while one group uses one camps i te per
day.

These calculations were made for the currently employed processes

for producing picnicking and roadside camping opportunities.
Alternative land requirements for producing these ou t pu t s were considered by introducing the option of incurring capital outlays in the
form of screening costs in order to increase the carrying capacity (more
aptly termed the "management capacity") of a given land mass for recreationists . Only one of the many possible screening processes was investi gated for each of these two products.
In the back country of Rocky Mountain National Park, the designated
sites for camping are located--as a matter of management's choice and
users ' satisfaction--near streams and lake shores.

The sites are ser-

viced by trails and are designed to accommodate up to three pup tents.
The land area required for one back country campsite, however, is not
merely the space designated for tents, but also includes the regions
between sites which buffer the ecosystems from intensive user impacts and
each camping party from the sight and sounds of other parties.

Park policy

at Rocky Mountain National Park recommends that one mile of trail separate
each site for ecological as well as psychological reasons . Multiplying
the one mile distance recommended for separation by a factor equal to
three times the width of a campsite gives the per site estimate for land
requirements.

The land-requirement per camper is obtained by dividing

this quantity by the average size of a camping party (3.6 persons).
Rigid management stipulations set the land-user ratio to be one square
nile of land per party in the cross-country camping zones of the back
country.

The specification is made to provide a near-wilderness experience
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fo· the campers.

The land requirements for producing one acre of pre-

se·ved natural environment is, of course, one acre.

It should be noted

th1t the land requ irements per recreationist in each activity were consi lered to be constant values, unaffected by the differences in terrain
ani ecosystems which exist in the park.

Although the analytical frame -

wo·k of the process analysis model would allow refinements of this type
to be made in the land coefficients, no data were available to do so .
Tatle 1 presents the results of these calculations for land requirements
fo· each park product.
Tabl e 1.

Land requirements for park products

Pr•duct

Land (ac re)

Pimic Services {picnicker-day)
Without Screening
With Screening
Roidside Camping (camper-day)
Without Screening
With Screening
Batk Country Camping (camper-day)
Crtss-Country Camping (camper-day)
Prmerved Wilderness (acre)
Coefficients in Labor Constraints.

0. 03008
0.01984
0. 08576
0.05556
1.60000
180.00000
1. 00000

The labor requirements fo r pro-

virtng picnicking and camping services were obtained via the unpublished
reords of Rocky Mountain National Park entitled Resource Requirements
Daa to Meet Park Activity Standards. 36 The records are coded according
to the type of service performed (such as maintenance of physical activitis and recreation fee collection), rather than according to the
36 Rocky Mountain National Park, Resource.
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proluct produced.

Therefore, the primary data had to be reorgani zed

bebre further calculations could be made.

Work items which were speci-

fid for periods other than June through September were adjusted to corre~ond

to the period of operation under study before computing the man-

required per recreationist.

ho~s

Jobs which were performed as joint in-

put to more than one of the products studied were proportioned among the
prducts according to the proportion of people served in each activity .
If1 job performed was common to all products as well as to the general
op~ation

of the park, it was ignored.

In estimating the man-hours of labor devoted to the production of one
re~eationist-day

ho~s

in each of the four recreation products, the total man-

required to maintain park standards for each product were divided

by the summer levels of visitor usage in Fiscal Year 1975.

In some cases,

thE work performed was facility-oriented rather than user-oriented.
ma~hours

The

per day requirement was allocated on a per person basis using

thE estimated number of persons using the facility daily.
Calculations of labor requirements were made for seasonal as well
as)ermanent manpower.

Table 2 summarizes the information concerning

labr input requirements excluding the transportation time-cost requireme~s.

These travel time-costs were estimated for each general

are serviced by park rangers (Table 3).

recreation

The recreation areas were de-

fiP-d as the major water drainage areas in the park and are denoted by the
leters A through N for reference .
In calculating the man-hours of labor travel time to charge to each
re~eationist,

it was assumed that one ranger goes to each drainage twice

eao day to service picnic and roadside camping sites, while two rangers
go :o each drainage once every three days (staying over nights, once there)
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Ta ble 2.

Labor requirements for recreation products (excluding
transportation time),

Product

Units

Labor (man-hours)
Permanent
Seasonal

Picnic Services

(Picnicker-Day)

0.002700

0.033900

Roadside Camping

(Camper-Day)

0.013112

0.090860

Back-Country Camping

(Camper-Day)

0.105678

0.246787

Cross-Country Camping

(Camper-Day)

0.97876

0.179287

to service back country and cross-country camping areas.

The assumption

was made that the number of recreationists to be served in each drainage
is equal to:

(1) one-one hundredth of the maximum number of picnickers

which could be accomodated in the drainage on any one day; (2) one-tenth
of the maximum number of roadside campers; (3} one-half of the maximum
number of back country campers; and (4) one-half of the maximum number
of cross-country campers. 37 The travel distances were measured from the
relevant ranger station (or main headquarters) to the center point of each
drainage and back to the starting point.
Paved Road

Travel speeds used were:
40 miles per hour

37 These ratios reflect the current operating practices of the management at Rocky Mountain National Park with respect to the number of recreationists actually serviced in a given zone as compared with the potential
number that could be accomodated under the existing spatial-quality
standards.
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Unpaved Road

30 miles per hour

Trail

4 miles per hour

Tabulations for labor travel time are located in Table 3.

The man-

hours shown were divided between permanent and seasonal employment according to the proportion that each bears to the total labor requirements
listed in Table 2.

The travel times associated with picnic services and

roadside camping in each drainage were each adjusted downward for Process
2 in accordance with the percentage increase in recreationists per land
area of Process 2 over Process 1.

The labor requirements for each pro-

duct were added to the laborers' travel time for each drainage in order
to arrive at the total labor requirements.
Coefficients in budget constraint.

The cost coefficients are sum-

mary figures of the costs incurred by Rocky Mountain National Park in the
provision of each recreation output in each of the park locations.

In

estimating the production costs per person, it was assumed that all seasonal operating costs are spread evenly over the summer production period.
Operating expenses incurred during the off-season but relevant to the
summer products were included in the estimates.

Operating costs for all

products include such items as personnel costs, travel and transportation
expenses, utility expenses, printing costs, supply costs, and depreciation expenses.
for.

It was assumed that all existing facilities have been paid

Proposed sites were assessed the amortized costs of new facilities.

Amortization was done over the expected life of the facilities at a
capital recovery rate of eight percent.
A partial itemization of the production costs is shown in Table 4.
Summing items (1) and (2) gives the costs of producing one unit of output
in each recreation category in an existing site.

Adding (3), (4), (5),
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Table 3.

Labor transportation time (man-hours per day per
recreationist).

Product
Drainage

Picnic Services and
Roadside Camping
(Without Screening)

Back Country
and Crosscountry camping

A

0.043208

8

0.006846

c

0.000736

0.008246

D

0. 0

0.009804

E

0.0

0.008384

F

0.038388

0.025465

G

0.001704

0.007299
0.015400

H

0.001798

0.004680

J

0.001209

0. 014208

K

0.000115

0.015569

L

0. 009621

M

0.017442

N

0.006159
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Table 4.

Production costs for recreation, excluding travel costs
($; recreationist-day) .

Picnic
Services

Roadside
Camping

Back
Country
Camping

Crosscountry
Camping

0.1756

0.5052

1 . 7233

1.2036

0.1317

0.3359

1.0081

0.2130

0.0431

0.0862

0.0007

0.3537

0.8488

(5) Site Road

0. 1192

0.2649

(6) Renovation

0.0295

0. 0589

(7) Trees

0.2051

0.4102

sewer lines 0.0002
(per mi.)

0. 0006

Product
Item
(1) Labor
(2) Operating

Costs
(3) Facil ities
(4) Comfort

Station

(8) Utility and

(9 Tra 11 s

3.4933

anl (8) to the costs for serving existing sites for picnicking and roadsi le camping gives the cost of producing one unit of output in a potential
si :e which is already serviced by a main road.

The costs per recreation-

is: for picnicking when a roadside campsite is converted to a picnic site
art determined by summing items (1), (3), and (6) under picnic services.
Whtn a picnic site is converted to a roadside campsite, the total costs
per camper are given by these same items under roadside camping.
di ·ional cost for trees(item 7)
38

38

An ad-

must be added to the previously

Although there are many alternative ways to provide screening
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1e:ermined per unit costs of production if the sites are screened.
Potential back country campsites increase the unit costs of producti on
by the amount of item (3).

If a potential site is not presently serviced

)ya trail, then item (9) must also be included in the cost calculation .
rh! costs for providing one unit of cross-country camping do not va ry
Je:ween existing and potential sites.
~i ·noments

The costs of providing natural en-

are the costs of traditional preservation activities . These

;o;ts are assumed incidental to recreation areas as well and are, therefo·e, deleted from the cost calculations for all areas.
It should be remembered that the transportation costs have not been
!dted to any of these cost figures.

The figures, therefore, differ from

:ht cost coefficients used in the model by the amount of the travel costs .
ht results
The basic s,olutian.

Resource inventory data and managerial policies

reating to the ecological and sociological carrying capacities of the
naural resources at Rocky Mountain National Park were linked together
wih information concerning the costs of recreation production in the
an.lytical model devised to maximize the sum of the weighted park outputs.
TWI sets of weights were provided by the management for incorporation into
39
tht model.
Since the procedures and an analysis of the model's output

beween recreation sites, the method using native trees is considered by
paK management to be the one most in keeping with park objectives.
39
That a single set was not decided upon reflects the internal confl~ts within the National Park Service concerning the interpretation of
tht Service's mission to preserve and use the natural resources in the
par system.
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can be adequately demonstrated by the delineation of the results obtained
using just one of these sets, the focus of the report on the model's
results will be placed on the solutions corresponding to the following
set of relative weights:

= 0.000047
pR = 0.000083
Pp

Ps = o.oo23oo

Pc

= 0.172220

pN

=

0. 770000

where Pp• PR' p6, Pc• and pN denote the relative importance placed by the
Jark management on picnic services, roadside camping, back country camping,
cross-country camping, and preserved wilderness areas,respectively.

Recall

that the relative weight for each product was determined by multiplying
the reciproca l of the product's average land density by the product's
po ' nt-rating relative to the point-rating of the numeraire good (picnicking).
When the maximization problem specified by the process analysis
model was solved using these weights in the objective function, the optimal
rni ~

of park products (and their location of production) was obtained by

pa rametrically varying the allocation of land between recreation and preservation until the marginal value product of land in the production of
recreation was brought to equality with the marginal value product of land
in the production of preservation goods. 40 These figures are given in
Tatle 5.

The parameterization was arbitrarily begun by setting the land

av<ilable for recreation purposes equal to 65 square miles and letting
40 Recall that the marginal value product of land in producing natural
en1ironments is equal to the relative value of these environments, specifiEd by the management to be 0. 77.
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Table 5.

Marginal value productivities of park lands in producing
park products.

Land in Recreation
Use {sq . mi.)
65
55
45
35
25
15
2
1.6
0.8
0.4

Marginal Value Marginal Value Value of Weighted
Product of Rec- Product of Pre- Output {rounded to
reational Land served Land
nearest 0.01)
0.61742
0.61744
0.61749
0.61749
0.61753
0.61757
0.61750
0.92000
0.92000
0.92000

0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0. 77
0.77
0.77
0.77
o. 77

306.98
308.50
310.03
311 . 55
313.08
314.60
316.70
316.40
315.67
315.30

MV? of Land

1.)

MVP {recreation land)
O.J

MVP {preserved land)

0.!

I

I

0. '
0.1

l>
v

1.0

Figure 5.

2.0

Land {sq. mi.)

Marginal value product curves for park land.
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preserved environments occupy the remainder of the park's land area. 41
This allocation clearly was sub-optimal since the marginal value product
of recreation land was only 0.61742 as compared with the 0.77 MVP of
Optimality will be achieved only when the total land

preserved land.

avaliabilities in Rocky Mountain National Park are allocated between preservation and recreation use such that approximately 1.8 square miles are
devoted to the provision of recreation products.

A graphic

illustration

is provided in Figure 5 for the results obtained around the optimal point.
~

comparison of the recreation products which would be produced if land

Has optimally allocated between preservation and use and the products
which are currently produced is made in Table 6.
Table 6.

Optimal versus existing product mixes (in recreationistdays per day)

Product
Pi cnic Services
Roadside Camping
Back Country Camping
Cross-country Camping

Oetimal Quantity
1.6 Sq. Mi. in
2.0 Sq. Mi.
Recreation
in Recreation
200

Existing
Quantity

773

320

0

0

1,939

636

684

360

0

11

The great disc repancy between the optimal and the existing circumst<nces was not significantly lessened when the second set of relative
41 This allocation of land between preservation and use approximates
tht current allocation existing in Rocky Mountain National Park. The total
park land area available for recreation or preservation use was taken to be
sonewhat less than the 212 square miles actually contained in the park since
ro<ds, buildings, water bodies, and steep cliffs virtually preclude the exislence of recreation acti vity.
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product weights was employed in the objective function of the weighted output maximizati on problem.

The results indicate that the weights which

were provided by the management of Rocky Mountain Nationa l Park do not
accurately represent the actual implicit value used in the management's
calculus.

Probable

e~planations

as to why the explicit weights are not

comparable to the management's implicit weights number three.
First, the explicit set of we ights may represent the relative values
of the park products to the park's managerial personnel under conditions
of no outside pressures exerted by interest groups.

That is, management

may be operating according t o some implicit weighted-average of park output which incorporates the weighting schemes of various interest groups
as well as the weighting scheme preferred by the park management.

By de-

termining the weighting schemes of the pressure groups which are perceived by the management and the relative importance that is assigned to
each of these groups by the management, a new set of weights may be obtained which would result in a closer agreement between the model's optimal solution and the existing state of affairs.
Second, the preponderance of back country and cross-country campers
which would be provided for under the optimal solution of the linear programming model as compared with the existing situation in which the majority of the recreationists served participate in less primitive activities
seems to indicate a stronger preservation bias on the part of the park
management than the recreating public.

Since the spatial-quality standa rds

implemented in the park have been theoretically designed to sustain the
value of the resources in a particular use over time, t his greater bias cannot be adequately explained by postulating different time -preference rates
for the two groups .

Perhaps, however, the park management's explicit
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valuations do not incorporate the costs incurred by the rec reat ion is ts
( i.e. time, travel equipment, and related costs).

By eliciting recreat i on-

ists' willingness to pay for each park recreation activity via the recreat ion demand estimation procedures discussed previously, society's relative
evaluations of the "private goods" produced by the park would be obt ai ned.
The park management would then need only to devise the relative value of
these recreation products to that of the social good, preserved natural
environments . This task, in itself, would, in all cases, be a difficult
undertaking; but by utilizing the surrogate market prices for recreati on
products (obtained from demand estimates), a large segment of the somewhat
subjective valuation calculus wil I be eliminated .
The proposed procedure of obtaining the relative valuations of park
products suggests another possible refinement in the mathematical analysis.
Through demand estimation for recreation services, schedules of values for
d'fferent levels of services consumed are obtained.

Consequently, the

assumption of constant valuations for each of the products could be modified to give a more realistic model.
Third, the present allocation of land between recreation use and pres~rvation

may reflect a historical legacy of past management policies

w1ich have not yet been overcome.

For instance, the managerial staff at

Rlcky Mountain National Park have expressed desires to eliminate the provision of roadside camping within the park boundaries by inducing private
cJncerns in nearby areas to establish more campgrounds.

A transitional

p1riod may be necessary before actions and objectives are brought into
vosible agreement.
The importance of each of these three factors in affecting the discrepencies which exist between the observed and the predicted allocation
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of park land among the five competing uses considered in this study is impossible to determine at this stage.

Further investigation is required in

this area.
The minimization of costs.

In order to assess the present operating

practices of the management at Rocky Mountain National Park in terms of
how efficiently the current output quantities are produced, the product
maximization problem was converted into a cost minimization problem.

The

objective function of the reformulated model became:

C = EEC . .X. .
ij lJ lJ

Minimize

(j

= P,R,B,C)

(1)

where Cij denotes the unit costs of producing the jth recreation product
in the ith region, and Xij represents the production levels of the jth
recreation product in the ith location.

As in the previous model, there

were i = 101 locations and j = 4 recreation products and the preservation
good.

The objective function was minimized subject to the following

restraints:
(Acreage Restrictions)

~ aij xij = A;

(j

= P,R,B,C,N)

(2)

where aij stands for the per unit land inputs for the jth activity in the
ith location.

Preserved wilderness was explicitly treated as a product

rather than a slack variable for convenience in transforming the problem
from the original maximization structure.

Each of the 101 restrictions,

A;• was set equal to the acreage in the ith locale.
(Production Restrictions)
E

X =X

(j

= P,R, B,C)

(3)

j

The coefficients in constraint (3) are 1 since all recreation outputs were
assumed to be homogeneous within their respective product classification.
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The current production levels (shown in Table 6) were the specified constraints.
(Non-negativity Restrictions)
X..

>

lJ-

0

(Vi ,j)

(4)

The programming results for this problem indicate that cost minimization in the production of recreation is approximately achieved through the
present managerial practices (see Table 7) .
Table 7.

Cost minimization in the daily production of park products .

Budget
($)

Permanent Labor
(man-hours)

Seasonal Labor Land in Use
(man hours)
(sq. mi. )

Optimal

2,738

67

318

4.23042

Actual

3,180

63

439

65.00000

That permanent labor supplies less man-hours of work than would be
dictated by pure cost considerations reflects the fact that the winter
workload in the park is comparatively light.

In smoothing out the employ-

ment level for permanent labor over the entire year, there tends to be a
reliance on seasonal employees to fill the man-hour gap during the busy
summer season.

The inefficiencies associated with hiring untrained per-

sonnel may explain the large number of seasonal laborers which "replace",
in effect, the desired but unavailable permanent staff.

Also, the wage

differential will allow more seasonal versus permanent staff to be hired
per dollar of cost.
The results also indicate that there presently exi sts a significant
amount of over capacity in the land area which is designated for recreation
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use.

Primarily, the over capacity is found in cross-country campi ng zones

which now occupy land in excess of 50 square miles . This is probably best
interpreted as a managerial decision to let the few cross-country campers
have a wider range for choice in selecting their preferred camping zones.
Since there are no capital improvements made in cross-country zones, the
somewhat artificial "designations" of large tracts of land for crosscountry camping rather than for preserved environments will not necessarily
reflect a sub-optimal allocation of land unless the number of actual recreationists do in fact occupy more space than an optimal allocation
specifies.
The minimization model's formulation is also amenable to sketching the
marginal cost curves for each of the recreation products.

This is accom-

plished by parametrically varying the level of one of the production restrictions while holding the production levels of the other recreation
activities constant.

The dual variables corresponding to the four compos-

ite production categories are the marginal costs of production and may,
therefore, be read directly from the computer printout.

Information re-

garding recreation demands may then be interrelated with recreation supply via these curves in structuring more responsive policy decisions in
recreation planning.
Calculation of the marginal cost curves for the recreation products
in this study, however, would have resulted in uninteresting results since
the variation in production costs among the drainage areas for any given
recreation output is minimal.

If sketched, the curves for the products

in this example would be essentially flat curves at the level equal to
the products' average unit costs of production.

This is a direct outcome

of the limited data availabilities which permitted no differentiation in
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production costs among the production locations except those resulting from
the man-hour travel costs of labor.
Additional remarks.

Throughout this discussion of the empirical

results, no results were given concerning the specific allocations of the
outputs between the 101 production locations in the 14 drainage regions
of Rocky Mountain National Park.

These results are very important for

park planning purposes since they designate the best locations from among
the numerous possible locations.

The allocations corresponding to the

solutions for various computer runs made for the basic output maximization
problem and for the cost minimization problem are presented in the
Appendix.
The computer calculations made in this empirical case study were made
using a Burroughs computer with the Tempo coding package.

The numerical

results obtained are of primary interest to the management of Rocky Mountain National Park.

The analytical tools demonstrated, however, offer

sound methods which may be effectively employed as guides for all decisionmakers dealing with the problem of resource scarcity in the production of
recreation services and preserved wilderness.
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SUMMARY AND DIRECTIONS
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Objective of this study
The objective which formed the central basis for investigation in this
study was to determine a possible means of attaining an economically
efficient combination of resources to maximize the level of National Park
services under the conditions of a constrained budget, a constrained technological production possibilities set, and limitations on available inputs.

This objective was approached from two directions of analysis.

First, a theoretical analysis was presented which elucidated the fundamental natut·es of the National Park products and the inherent difficulties
which pose as deterrents to answering the economic question of "What to
produce?".

Second, an applied analysis which sought to maximize the value

of the objective function of an individual park superintendent was undertaken as a second-best means of achieving the primary objective.

The

empirical model presented in this paper provides National Park managers
with operational tools which can be employed in making park production
decisions.
The theoretical model
An investigation of the park products produced by the scarce land input revealed that many recreation outputs possess the characteristics of
private goods while preserved wilderness is typified by the characteristics of social goods.

Neo-classical optimization theory was utilized to ob-

tain the necessary conditions for welfare maximization in an economy in which
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land serves as a social good as well as a factor of production.

The prob-

lem of attaining the optimal results as del ineated in the theoretical model
was shown to be tied to:

(1) the non-exclusion property of preserved

wilderness goods in consumption which induces consumers to not reveal
their preferences for these goods; and (2) the institutional restraint
which prevents the market provision of park recreation goods.
The empirical model and base Study
Since park products are precluded from market provision, the National
Park Service, in general, and park superintendents, in particular, are
given the authority to allocate the scarce park lands amo ng the competing
ends of recreation and preservation.

In order to provide direction to an

individual park manager, an analyt ical model was structured which is capable of determining the appropriate mix of park products given the relative importance of the products as specified by the manager, the park's
budget, and the available resources.

The model incorporates the manager's

knowledge concerning the carrying capacities of park resources for diffe rent levels of capital investment in the specification of the coefficients of the resource constraints.

The possibility for substitution

between the factors of production is taken into account by the identifi cation of alternative production processes for the same good which are
characterized by the use of different input-output ratios.
The use of the park superintendent's weighting scheme in determining
the optimal production decision for the park is relevant for two reasons .
First, society's valuations for the park products are not available.

And

second, the superintendent should ideally be responsive to the preferences
of society. By making explicit his relative weights for park products,
public review and evaluation of his actions will be facilitated.
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The programmi ng model was made operational fo r the special circumstances of Rocky Mountain National Park.

The production problem of the

park was put into the analytical framework which permitted the organi zation of a vast array of data, ranging from the technical input-output
relati onships to the elusive preferences of the park managerial staff.
The results of the basic model differed from the actual state-of-affairs
in the identification of the optimal product mix; it is felt that the
results reflect either an incomplete specification of the management's
operational objectives (which could be rectified through further research)
or a time-lag between equilibrium positions of the park.

Since the

structure of the model is analytically sound and since the results of the
empirical study are "reasonable", it is believed that the model has merit
which

co~nends

it to be a useful tool to employ in striving to achieve

efficient allocations of scarce park resources among the competing park
products.
Directions for further r.esearch
The major thrust of the empirical model presented in this paper for
attaining a park-efficient allocation of resources provides a great contrast to the prevalent means for making production decisions.

The pro-

posed method is based on the cold, calculating analysis of linear programming while the current means of decision-making is based on implicit
valuations and the written and verbal communications between the park
superintendent and park interest groups . Since the analytical model requires no more data than are ordinarily required for decision-making within the park, and since the model can quickly and easily process the data,
it provides a useful alternative to the present decision-making process .
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In order to capture the model's full potentiality for use, additional
research is suggested in the following areas:

(l) the specification of

the relative weights to be incorporated as the model's objective function;
and (2) the determination of the trade-offs between the factors of production as a means of increasing the carrying capacity of a given section
of park land.
As has been previously discussed, the weighting scheme identified by
the park's managerial staff may not accurately represent the public's
relative values for the park's products.

In order to obtain a better rep-

resentation of the public's rating scale, it was suggested that the
demands for the recreation goods be estimated to obtain society's relative
valuations of the "private" consumption goods . The determination of the
relationship between these values and the value of preserved natural environments would still need to be established thro ugh the political process (or by delegating the responsibility to a representative of the public
such as the park superintendent), since the wilderness goods have the
nature of social goods.
In addition to research to improve the relative "prices" employed in
the empirical model, research in developing more sophisticated input-output coefficients should be undertaken.

By utilizing coefficients which

embody greater information regarding which particular recreation experiences are best produced by the availa bl e resource stock and what level of
use the resources can sustai n without undergoing quality deterioration,
better utilization of the available resources will emerge. And, consequently, there will be a means of meeting the ever-increasing demands for
recreation services with concurrent increases in their supply.
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Also, primary data collection for quantitative information concerning
the activities provided by the park for the large numbers of day users is
greatly needed.

Refinements in the structural formulation of the model

which would provide interesting topics for later study include the consideration of the time patterns of use within the park, the extension
of the model from a park-specific analysis to a regional analysis, and a
shift to an integer programming approach. Obtaining a dynamic formulation of the park-resource allocation problem presents a separate direction for investigation.
These numerous avenues for further research, of course, do not completely map out all roads for potential study.

Yet, they do present some

of the challenges which lie ahead for using economic criteria as a guide
in the planning and assessment of the recreation and preservation policies
of the National Park Service.

Also, through continued research in these

areas, a more meaningful relationship between recreation demand and supply analyses will emerge than presently exists.
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Table 2.
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recreation use; product maximization problem)
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recreation use; product maximization problem)
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